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Time flies when we’re having 
fun! We promised our 
pledgers a “reward” of an 
underwater concrete turtle 
or an individual Adopted 
Coral, to be installed and 
photographed by the end of 
2016. What happened was 
even better! 

Scientists from National 
University of Singapore 
recommended a better way 
to grow coral. The most 
delicate phase of 
transplanting coral is the first 
few months, surviving the 
stress of grafting, 
sedimentation, strong 
currents and coral bleaching. 
Our scientists suggested:  

Instead of planting coral 
babies permanently in 
concrete, why not coddle 
them first in a nursery, when 
they can grow stronger and 
bigger, nursed through 
frequent gardening by our 
fishermen and volunteers? 
Then transplant them when 
they are hardier. 

This way, we would reduce 
the problem of dead corals 
stuck in concrete coffins. 
Even better, we can 
transplant corals directly 
into the dead reef, improving 
its regeneration by allowing 
coral spawning to propagate 
the reef. Phoenix arising 
from the ashes!

 

Your prototype coral table 
Instead of plastic mesh (easily available in 
developed countries but not in Bali), the 
fishermen use their traditional weaving 
method to create a grid on which to tie the 
coral babies. 

 

Students tying the coral babies 

Hwa Chong Institute of Singapore came in 
November 2016 to help create and launch 
two prototype coral tables. You funded one 
of them!  
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We took the liberty of using your pledged money to 
pioneer a prototype coral nursery table, based on the 
same concept used by the NUS scientists to 
regenerate reefs in Singapore. Except, our fishermen 
had to use a local touch of ingenuity! Instead of 
plastic mesh, they wove a grid on which to attach 
coral, using traditional net weaving. Our reef rehab 
volunteers, on top of making a coral table, had an 
added bonus of learning to weave like fishermen! 


